Melting behavior of SnI4 reexamined.
The low-pressure crystalline phase of a molecular crystal, SnI4, has a rising melting curve that breaks abruptly at around 1.5 GPa, beyond which it becomes almost flat, with a slight maximum at about 3 GPa. Although the overall aspect of this melting curve can be captured by the Kumari-Dass-Kechin equation, the values for the parameters involved in the equation were definitely different from those predicted on the basis of the Clapeyron-Clausius relationship. On the other hand, the accuracy of our experimental data prevented us from judging whether the parameters are derivable from the Lindemann melting law, as shown independently by Kumari and Dass, and by Kechin. The Kraut-Kennedy and Magalinskii-Zubov relationships seem to be valid in the low-pressure region where the melting curve is rising. The breakdown of these relationships suggests a qualitative change in the intermolecular interaction upon compression, thereby making the melting behavior unusual.